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Every Intec consumable sold generates a 
donation to one of several charitable causes 
around the world. Thank you for helping us 
make the world a better place. Team Intec
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computer skills required!). Simply load the 
sheets, the LC600 will check the QR code, 
retrieve the cut file and cut your job. Cut 
one or 1000s in an unattended run. 

Mixed jobs? No problem - thanks to 
ColorCut Pro’s QR code job recognition! 
The LC600 offers an unparalleled 
production advantage, in being able to 
read and instantly retrieve the associated 
cut file for every sheet design - on the fly! 
LC600 can take a varied stack of jobs and 
cut one after the other, in a seamless and 
uninterrupted flow. SmartMark registration 
ensures superb accuracy.

QR codes and SmartMarks are generated 
as part of the included ColorCut Pro 
software plugin. This integrates with vector 
artwork created in Adobe® Illustrator® and 
CorelDRAW®.

Small footprint - Compact and clever… 
The LC600’s clever media catch tray slides 
away when not in use enabling the LC600 
to easily be accommodated in any print 
shop. Featuring a unique ‘Y’ feed path, 
the media is drawn in and reversed 
back out on its cutting bed, to ensure 
continual, faultless feeding. The 
digital cutting head can apply  
up to 750g of pressure for even the 
thickest label stocks. The included 
ColorCut Pro software automatically 
creates SmarkMarks and QR 
codes, making operation 
sophisticated, yet 
simple.

The ColorCut family continues to expand
Fully automated, sheet label production. Kiss cut any shape. Ultra fast!

Intec is now focused heavily on the 
cutting market and has developed and 
released a superb new kiss-cutting label 
cutter - the ColorCut LC600.

Building on the success of its predecessor, 
the CC500, the LC600 is light years 
ahead in terms of speed, functionality and 
production reliability.

• Digitally cut any shape labels at up 
to 960mm/sec

•  Digital process means no more 
costly dies

• QR code/Job Library retrieves 
associated cut files - even for 
mixed job batch sessions

•  Auto stacker/feeder takes up to 
250 sheets

• Paper stacker holds A3+, SRA3 
A3, A4 and custom sizes for a 
maximum cutting length of 750mm

• SmartMark registration delivers 
incredible accuracy - enabled via 
included ColorCut Pro software

Fully automated for unattended 
production 
The new ColorCut LC600 ‘on demand’ 
digital sheet label cutter is designed to 
provide automatic sheet label cutting for 
digital print production users, with NO 
die’s or setup costs. Targeted for busy 
print departments, seeking complete 
unattended cutting production, the LC600 
combines reliable label-sheet feeding 
with an instant job retrieval system - this 
enables effortless, yet precise, kiss cut 
label cutting at lightning-fast speeds.

Easy to use, automatic job retrieval -  
No skilled operator required for cutting! 
When creating your jobs, ColorCut Pro 
applies a QR code to each of your designs, 
saving the cutting file to the ColorCut Pro 
Job Library.  Jobs with QR codes can be 
cut at a later date by any operator with 
no need to search for which file to cut (No 

LC600 cutting a mixed batch of label jobs - the QR codes on each sheet prompting the cutting 
of the associated cut files. Non-attended operation at its best!

Instant file retrieval, ultra-fast speeds and 
flawless feeding make the LC600 a winner!

ColorCut LC600 is also available  
with the optional mobile stand, shown above.
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The purchase of this Intec consumable 

has resulted in a donation to the Buikwe 

clean water supply and sanitation project.


